ALUMNI COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE

OUR COMMITMENT
The Broad Center at Yale SOM team is excited to continue to engage and support network members. We are committed to facilitating ongoing connections throughout the alumni community.

OUR PROGRAMS

THE FORUM
The Broad Center’s signature alumni gathering, The Forum, will continue to be a space for Broad alumni to gather for grounding, reflection, and community. Yale SOM hosted a Virtual Forum in January 2021, and we look forward to hosting our first in-person Forum in New Haven in March 2022.

EMERGING PRACTICES EXCHANGE (EPEX)
EPEX is a small-group opportunity for our network members (plus up to one colleague) to share specific initiatives and receive candid feedback, resources, and support from peers. Participants will connect with peers across organizations and receive practical and tangible feedback. Past topics have included DEI, talent strategies, and community engagement.

REGIONAL GATHERINGS
A great opportunity for TBC alumni to meet and connect with local network members as well as engage with new members. Volunteering to lead regional gatherings can be a great way to strengthen the ties among alumni in the same region.

AFFINITY GROUPS
Affinity groups organized by TBC network members provide a space for connection through shared identity and experience. In addition to gatherings tied to TBC Forum, affinity group gatherings throughout the year allow for reflection, support, and community.

som.yale.edu/broadcenter
broadcenter@yale.edu
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CAREER SUPPORT

TBC COMMUNITY — NEW PORTAL NOW LIVE!

[broadcenteryale.force.com/alumni]

A one-stop online space for network members to contact and connect with other members, post and search for job opportunities, and access career resources.

COACHING AND MENTORSHIP Utilize professional and peer coaching to create awareness, generate action, improve communication, and facilitate learning. Professional coaching may be available to network members working in school systems. Alternatively, work with an education leader to leverage their functional expertise.

FEEDBACK AND ASSESSMENT TOOLS Depending on your professional interests and goals, you may have access to a variety of feedback and assessment tools offered by Yale. These include an opportunity for 360-degree feedback; leadership assessment tools developed by Yale faculty, including a decision making assessment tool; and other opportunities to reflect on your strengths and leadership skills as a professional.

EVENTS AND CAREER RESOURCES Visit the [events page](som.yale.edu/broadcenter) to view and register for events and webinars happening throughout the year. These events are a great way to connect with the broader SOM and Yale communities, TBC alumni, and leaders working in similar spaces. In addition, network members will be invited to participate in special events, exclusive to TBC network members.

YALE SOM CONTINUING EDUCATION TBC network members can access Yale SOM’s Executive Education programs with the same discount (15% off most programs) that is extended to SOM alumni. Learn more about on-campus, live online, and online professional development opportunities.

Visit: [som.yale.edu/programs/executive-education](som.yale.edu/programs/executive-education)

Contact: [broadcenter@yale.edu](mailto:broadcenter@yale.edu)

Reach out to Johanna Tondalo at [broadcenter@yale.edu](mailto:broadcenter@yale.edu)

Ready to help lead this work?

Alumni are critical to The Broad Center network. Involved and engaged alumni are key to keeping this network thriving and impactful. You can support the TBC alumni network by volunteering to lead regional gatherings, spearheading affinity group gatherings, participating in EPEx, or recommending candidates for future TBC at Yale SOM programs.

Have ideas on other ways to create impact and grow the network, or are you ready to get involved? We would love to hear from you!

Reach out to Johanna Tondalo at [broadcenter@yale.edu](mailto:broadcenter@yale.edu)
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